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You have just purchased an additional entrance station for your Doorphone Entry Kit.  

 

This can be for 2 reasons:  

- It serves as a replacement for an existing defective outdoor station  

- It serves as an extension of an existing installation of a Doorphone Entry Kit  

 

Then you have the right article, because this article can only be used for the above cases.  

This will also only work if you have provided us with the code of the current installation, so that we have been 

able to link the post to your system via software.  

 

This code starts with: FT600VK followed by (K) and/or 3 digits 

 
 
The outpost is also plug and play. 

 

 

1) Packing 

 

When you open the package you will find the following parts: 

 

- FT600K Outdoor station with keypad. 

- FT600BUS surface mount housing 

- Bag with 4 x Torx + waterproof seal for the Lan + connectors 

- QR codes for the Manual 

 

 

The FT600K Outpost is equipped with a flush-mounted or surface-mounted housing. 

Make sure that the housing is mounted level. 
 

 
 

2) The Installation 
 
The FT600K Doorphone Entry Entry Station. 
 
- First, mount the housing in the right place on/in the wall.  
In connection with the camera present, we advise you to keep to the outdoor station measured from the 
ground to the bottom of the Doorphone Entry 1.40 metres. 
 
- Make sure that the UTP cable for the network without connector is in place and also a cable (minimum 2 
cores hard core) for your electric lock. 
 
- First take the waterproof housing out of the packaging and slide the cover over the UTP cable and the 
cable for the lock. 
 
- Mount an RJ45 connector on the UTP cable and insert it into the Doorphone Entry in the connection 
provided. 
 
- Connect the other cable to relay A or relay B to NO+COM 
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- Close the cover and use the correct cable grommet to seal the Doorphone Entry watertight. Assemble the whole 

with the 6 supplied bolts. 

- Now place the external unit in the housing and fix it to the housing with the 4 supplied Torx bolts. 

 

 

3) Access control via Keypad Your Doorphone Entry has a Keypad which can be used for access codes.  

Surf to the IP address of your Doorphone. If you do not know how to do this, enter the following combination on 

the doorphone *3258* and the speaker will tell you the correct IP address.  

Open the web browser of the IP address and log in with user / user. In the left column choose Intercom and then 

Private key 

 

 

Enter a new code at PCode and choose new.  

The code has been added You then enter #code# at the outpost itself to open the gate.  

If you have any questions, call Fasttel Smart Doorphones  

at the number 0902 00060 for end users  

on the number 09/2446520 (choice 2) for installers  

Have your outdoor station serial number ready. 

You can find that on the back of the outpost or on the back or the monitor and it starts with FT600. 


